Dukley Seafront Restaurant
Moët & Chandon Beach & Bar
Key West Beach & Restaurant by Nikki Beach
Laguna Beach & Seafood Restaurant
Inﬁnity Pool Club
Conference Hall
Penthouse Dining
Nikki Beach Restaurant
Nikki Beach Club
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Dukley Hotel & Resort is a serene oasis furnished with every
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pleasures and diversions that the Budva Riviera has to offer
Meticulously considering every detail, Dukley indulges its guests with
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comprehensive services, and attentive staff. Nestled into the lushly landscaped
gardens and mature pine, cypress and olive groves of the Zavala Peninsula, we
offer sweeping Adriatic views, a direct access to the coastal estate’s exclusive
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Dukley Seafront Restaurant
Whether you are looking to host your daughter’s
5th birthday party, propose to that special someone
in your life or simply gather your colleagues for an
annual get together.
Dukley Seafront Restaurant creates events tailored for
each branch of life.

perfect service, while enwrapping you in its natural
and breathtaking beauty.
You will be seduced by our fascinating settings.

AVAILABLE

From March until December

CAPACITIES
220

120

Moët & Chandon Beach & Bar
AVAILABLE

April, May, October

CAPACITIES
400

240
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Budva.
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alone for a smaller group or can accommodate larger
groups, up to 400 pax.
With the open view towards St. Nikola’s island and the
Budva skyline, any type of event is marked for success.

Key West Beach & Restaurant by Nikki Beach
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nature offering seclusiveness on a new level.
Key West offers its own unique set menus which
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meant to satisfy the hedonist in you.
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and unwind with a cocktail, enjoy some light
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AVAILABLE

From June until December

CAPACITIES
200

100

Laguna Beach & Seafood Restaurant
AVAILABLE

From June until October

CAPACITIES
180

120
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tree forests which reign over the Zavala peninsula.
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freshest ingredients the Adriatic Sea has to offer, Laguna’s
seafood restaurant will take you on a gastronomic journey
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Providing a dock of its own, Laguna is the perfect venue
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of St. Nikola.
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surrounding for any type of event or occasion.
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opulence and style.
The rooftop Pool deck offers a seductive environment of
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Budva’s Riviera and St. Nikola’s Island.
By day, it presents an ideal venue for a pool party with a
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AVAILABLE

From June until October

CAPACITIES
120

60
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Perfectly suited for any occasion or preference,
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training sessions or workshops.

AVAILABLE
All Year
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for any smaller meetings. We ensure that every event is
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CAPACITIES
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5ƨƨƦ
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0ƞƞƭƢƧƠƫƨƨƦƂ
0ƞƞƭƢƧƠƫƨƨƦƃ
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Penthouse Dining
As a premium Private Dining location, our Dukley
Hotel & Resort has a reputation for indulgence
and offers several private dining options.
Our Penthouse suites and rooftops can host
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sunset and sea view guarantees the everlasting
memories you desire.

AVAILABLE

From March until December

CAPACITIES
40

30
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in the seclusion of your own penthouse rooftop.
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Nikki Beach Montenegro, a lifestyle destination for those who set the trend.
Built on the shores of the Boka Bay, an awe-inspiring natural wonder, Nikki Beach Montenegro
features spectacular views over the Adriatic Sea. Secluded but with a convenient vicinity to the
international airport in Tivat, this 5-star lifestyle seafront
resort caters to the needs of couples, families, adventure seekers, and business travelers alike.
Nikki Beach’s globally inspired cuisine features freshly prepared seafood, healthful salads, shared
plates, and farm-to-table cooking. Our kitchen team, led by one of the best Balkan chefs, Aleksandar Kolovic features approachable cuisine that is beautifully presented and prepared with simplicity
in mind. Guests can savor oversized seafood platters, tasty sushi boats, colorful salads and
global favorites representing the brand’s locations around the world

Nikki Beach Restaurant
AVAILABLE

Defined by its fresh, flavourful food at a seafront
setting, our atmospheric restaurant offers diners the
chance to dine inside or under the stars.

CAPACITIES

Surrounded by palm trees, facing the islands of St.
Marko and Our Lady of Mercy, Nikki Beach Restaurant offers a remarkable dining experience and a
natural backdrop that will leave you speechless.

From May until October

Indoor

50

The restaurant offers exceptional Mediterranean
cuisine with a dash of international flavors.

30

Contemporary design in a high-end setting overlooking the Boka Bay makes Nikki Beach the ideal venue
for wedding ceremonies and private events catering
to every aspect of guests’ experience all year long.
Whether you are seeking to have an incomparable
romantic repast, an impressive business dinner or a
memorable family gathering, you are bound to experience a unique interaction of food, wine, ambience
and service beyond your expectations.

AVAILABLE

CAPACITIES

From May

Outdoor

until October

320

250

Nikki Beach Club
Within Nikki Beach Club you can find a 22 m long infinity
pool with two more pools for complete enjoyment at the
upbeat, trendy, and stylish spot where you can enjoy with
your friends while sipping cocktails.

AVAILABLE

From May until October

CAPACITIES
Outdoor

270

The pool bar presents
the perfect place to get
together for a cocktail
reception or a swinging
party both during daytime
and in the evening.
The unveiled and
revamped pool area can
be custom-tailored for any
setup, from bar tables,
banquet sit-downs to chill
lounge layout.

Simply Irreplaceable
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